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Hello,

The Xoops module called Shortcuts wich enable your registred users to add, into an internal
bookmark system, the URLs of their favorites pages has changed to a Beta 2 version.

This new version brings many bugs corrections compare to the previous Beta 1 version.

For example, the problems with Internet Explorer should be solved.

Thanks to Bender's advices, I have added two options to the module.
- The first is to select the list sort order.
- The second let you choose if you want to use the Xoops redirections or some standard
redirections.

It's still not a good idea to use this module on a production web site hower everybody who want
to test the module is welcome.

this new version is available here.

You can still use its forum to post your bugs and suggestions

If you download the module after you have tested the previous beta version, then you just have
to upload the files to your server and update the module in the Xoops modules manager.

Happy Xoopsing,
Hervé

http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?cid=6&lid=146
http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/newbbex/viewforum.php?forum=26
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